Abstract: Power system restoration after a major blackout is a complex process, in which selection of energising paths is a key issue to realize unit and load restoration safely and efficiently. In general, the energising path scheme made beforehand may not be executed successfully due to the possible faults on the related lines under the extreme system condition, so it is necessary to provide alternative path schemes for system restoration. In view of this, the energising path optimisation based on the minimum cost flow model is investigated, then an iterative searching method for alternative path schemes based on mixed integer linear programming is proposed. The iterative method for alternative path schemes could determine more than one scheme with minimal charging reactive power efficiently. In order to make a comprehensive evaluation of the alternative schemes, an evaluation index set is established, and the method based on similarity to ideal grey relational projection is introduced to achieve the final evaluation. The New England 10-unit 39-bus system and the southern Hebei power system of China are employed to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method. The proposed method can provide more efficient and comprehensive decision support for the dispatchers to select reasonable energising paths.
Introduction
Power system restoration after a major blackout is a vital task for system operation and planning. The whole restoration process can be generally divided into three stages: black-start, network reconfiguration and full load restoration [1] [2] . During the network reconfiguration process, energising paths need to be optimised and identified to transfer the cranking power and energise the transmission network [3] . The optimal energising path refers to the optimal transmission line set that connects the black-start unit or the restored zone to one or several target buses. Thus the selection of energising paths is a key issue to realize unit and load restoration safely and efficiently.
Since the 1980s, several approaches about energising path optimisation and determination have been proposed. In [4] , a simple and approximate approach for evaluating sustained and transient voltages in energising transmission line is presented. A path selection approach based on power transfer distribution factor (PTDF) and an optimal restoration path algorithm based on "electrical betweenness" are presented in [5] and [6] , respectively. But both of the two methods in [5] and [6] focus on restoration of single transmission line without considering the combination effect of the lines in an energising path. Usually, the optimisation of energising path is modelled as a combinatorial optimisation problem solved by graph theory algorithms and the charging reactive power of each line is often assigned as a weighting factor to avoid steady-state overvoltage. The shortest path algorithms, such as Dijkstra algorithm [7] [8] [9] and BellmanFord algorithm [10] , are used to determine the optimal path when there is only one bus to be restored. For the case that all buses need to be connected and restored, the minimum spanning tree algorithm could be used to determine the energising network [10, 11] . Network reconfiguration can be treated as a multi-time-step restoration process [7, 12] , in a certain time-step there are usually several plants and substations need to be provided with cranking power via the energising network (path). To determine a minimum weighted subtree connecting the restored zone to several target buses is a typical Steiner tree problem. An approximation method based on Prim algorithm and leaf node pruning strategy is proposed in [13] . In addition to charging reactive power, there are many other factors should be reasonably considered. A new node importance evaluation method is presented based on the concept of regret, and maximisation of the average importance of a path is employed as the objective of finding the optimal restoration path in [14] . Practical factors involving weather condition, equipment reliability, line operation time, and transmission capability are taken into account in [15] to determine the recovery priority of lines. Considering geographic information, an A* algorithm based path search algorithm is proposed in [16] .
In recent years, the system restoration optimisation methods based on mathematical programming model show a bright prospect [17] [18] [19] [20] . By means of some commercial mathematical programming solvers, like CPLEX [21] , the programming model for system restoration can be solved with high computational efficiency. A set of logical constraints between buses and lines for transmission network energisation is identified in [3] , the proposed mixed integer linear programming model (MILP) could easily incorporate with other restoration actions such as units restarting [19] . In [20] , the proposed transmission line restoration (TLR) model, which is solved by CPLEX solver, is to attain an optimal skeleton-network by identifying the restoration sequence of transmission lines. The connectivity constraint of path restoration optimisation is modelled based on network flow theory in [22] . Besides, other techniques such as, artificial intelligent algorithms [23] [24] and expert systems [25] are also tried and implemented to solve the energising path optimisation problem.
The energising path scheme made beforehand may not be executed successfully due to the possible faults on the related lines under the extreme system condition, so it is necessary to provide alternative energising path schemes with priority ordering for system restoration [26] . But most of the current approaches usually only pursue the optimal energising path scheme under certain edge weight settings. The research about the suboptimal alternative path schemes and its comprehensive evaluation is insufficient.
Therefore, a novel method of energising path optimisation is proposed according to the idea of determining the alternative path scheme set first and then sorting the schemes in this paper. The path optimisation based on the minimum cost flow model is investigated, then an iterative searching method for alternative path schemes based on MILP model is proposed. In order to make a comprehensive evaluation of the alternative schemes, an evaluation index set is established. The multiple attribute decision-making method based on similarity to ideal grey relational projection is introduced to achieve the final evaluation and comprehensively optimal scheme. The main advantages of the proposed method compared with the previous methods are that the alternative path schemes with minimal charging reactive power can be determined efficiently by a MILP model and more practical indices are introduced into the scheme evaluation model to achieve the comprehensively optimal energising path.
Analysis of alternative energising path optimisation problem
2.1. Basic process of alternative energising path determination Network reconfiguration can be treated as a multitime-stage decision-making process [7, 12] , there are usually several important plants and substations which need cranking power for restarting in a certain time-stage. A simple but effective energising path is of great importance for reliably increasing of generation capability quickly. During reconfiguration process, since the restored system is under a light-load condition, excessive reactive power produced by the transmission lines could result in some operational problems, such as steady-state overvoltage and stator end overheating, etc. Thus, minimisation of charging reactive power should be the primary objective of energising path optimisation [27] . Under such circumstances, the path optimisation problem could be modelled as a local minimum spanning tree problem (also called the Steiner tree problem) in graph theory [13, 28, 29] .
However, it is not sufficient in path optimisation by only considering minimisation of charging reactive power. Moreover, only one path scheme could not meet the demands of practical systems. Thus, this paper proposes a novel optimisation method of energising paths. First, several path schemes are searched and determined to compose the alternative path set, the required number of schemes are denoted by MS and the objective is to minimise the charging reactive power of the energising path. Then an evaluation index set is established and a multiple attribute decisionmaking method is introduced to make a comprehensive evaluation of the path schemes.
Besides, the system conditions after blackout may be different and cannot be known beforehand. Therefore the method must have flexibility and high computational efficiency to adapt to the practical outage conditions. To confirm the flexibility, the proposed method should be able to deal with the following outage condition: there are still several power sources available in the system. For example, the system still has more than one unit in operation due to effective emergency control before blackout.
Mathematical expression of energising path optimisation 2.2.1 Objective:
During network reconfiguration, the restored system is under a light-load condition. Thus the alternative energising path is determined by minimising charging reactive power. If the transmission lines and transformers are equivalent to edges, and the plants and substations are equivalent to buses (nodes), a power system can be treated as a graph G= (V, E) in which V is the set of nodes and E is the set of edges. Then the objective function of energising path optimization can be formulated as:
where the edge (i, j) represents a transmission line or a transformer between bus i and bus j; Binary variable zij indicates the energised status of line (i,j) in proposed energising path optimisation model, where zij equals 1 if line (i, j) is involved in the energising path, otherwise zij=0; QLij is the charging reactive power of transmission line (i,j) and it is used as the edge weight. For a certain line, QLij=BijV 2 , where Bij is the shunt capacitance of transmission line (i,j), and V is the estimate of voltage level along the energising path [19] . Here, V is set to be 1 p.u.
Constraints:
(1) Radial depth constraint:
To reduce operation risk, the number of stations from the black-start unit or the restored region to any bus to be energised should be limited:
where ND is the number of stations or plants to be restored; mli denotes the number of lines in the path from the restored zone to station i. For a given path and a given bus to be energized, mli can be obtained by Dijkstra algorithm. Dmax is the upper limit of radial depth, which can be adjusted according to the restoration process by the dispatchers. If a bus is too far from the restored zone, it should be restored later. (2) Reactive power constraint:
The excessive charging reactive power generated by transmission lines may lead to sustained overvoltage since the system is in a light-load state [27] . Therefore the reactive power constraint [30] is defined as follows:
where, nB is the number of units connected to the restored zone; QBr,max represents the maximum reactive power absorbed by unit r; K1 is reliability coefficient, its value is less than one. When a certain amount of loads have been pick up with the restoration process proceeding, the value of K1 can be increased appropriately. (3) Steady state voltage constraints:
The steady state voltage security during the energisation process should be guaranteed:
where i V is the voltage amplitude of node i. This constraint can be checked by calculating AC power flow [13] .
MILP Model for Alternative Path Schemes Determination
As mentioned above, the path optimisation problem can be described as a Steiner tree problem which can be considered as a special case of single commodity uncapacitated fixed charge network flow problem (UFC) in operational research (OR) theory [31] . Therefore, in this section, the standard UFC model is introduced first. Then the problem how to apply UFC model to path optimisation is discussed. Further, the searching and determination of alternative path schemes are studied. Finally, the applicability and generality of the alternative path searching method are analysed.
MILP model for standard UFC problem
UFC is one of a large class of Network Design problems in OR theory. For a given network, there are a set of nodes with flow demand and a set of arcs with fixed and variable cost. UFC problem aims to find arcs and a feasible flow in the resulting network by minimising the total cost. For a graph G= (V, E), the non-negative continuous variable yij is defined to be the flow on arc (i, j), and the binary variable zij to be the utilized state where zij=1 if arc (i, j) is used, otherwise zij=0. The MILP model for UFC problem is as follows [31] :
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where, cij represents the cost of per unit flow and fij represents fixed cost of arc (i, j); bi is the flow demand of node i;
the set of arcs from node i and the set of arcs to node i, respectively; U is a large positive integer, the constraint (7) ensures that zij takes the value one whenever yij is non-zero.
Note that it suffices to take ;0
. In addition, define the set VS= {iV:bi <0} to represent supply nodes, the node in the set is source of flow and its flow demand is negative; the set VD={iV:bi>0} represents demand nodes which are the end of flow, the flow demand of node in it is positive; V0={iV:bi=0} is set of transshipment nodes. In a word, the relationship of yij and zij can be generalized as follows: zij takes the value one when 0<yij U; zij takes the value one or zero when yij=0.
MILP model for the path optimisation problem
To solve the energising path optimisation problem described as Steiner tree problem, some assumptions and settings should be added to the original MILP model for the UFC problem.
1) The flow cost cij is fixed to zero, and let fij equal QLij 4) The Steiner tree problem is applied in an undirected graph. However, the UFC problem assumes that flow in the arc is non-negative. In order to solve the model easily, the edge in the undirected graph is modelled as two directed arcs. So the MILP model for Steiner tree problem is as follows:
Iterative model for alternative path schemes

Cut for alternative path search:
In order to obtain alternative path schemes, a reasonable idea is to solve the model repeatedly. That is, after an optimal scheme is obtained, it will be removed from the solution space, and the solving process is then repeated to obtain the next optimal solution. The process is repeated until enough schemes are obtained or the model has no more feasible solution. In this way, the alternative path schemes could be found by the iterative searching process. As mentioned above, an energising path can be represented by a group of binary variables zij corresponding to the energised status of transmission lines. Thus, the removal of the specific energising path from solution space can be realized by adding the following constraint to the original model [31] :
(1 ) 1
where, ES is the set of lines with zij=1 in the energising path scheme determined by (10)- (17); (E-ES) is the set of lines with zij=0 (lines which are not involved in the energising path with minimal charging reactive power). Although the constraint (18) can remove the combination of the value of zij corresponding to specific path scheme from the solution space, the suboptimal scheme from the new search might not meet the practical demand of a reasonable energising path. Its deficiency will be discussed according to the optimal energising path shown in Fig. 1 .
It is assumed that the energising path in Fig. 1 is obtained by solving the model (10)- (17) . As shown, S and D (including D1, D2 and D3) represent supply node and demand nodes, respectively; the other nodes are transshipment nodes; the number and arrow along the edge show the amount and the direction of flow on the arc indicated by yij. For clarity, the edges that are irrelevant to energising path are not shown here. In other words, only edges with zij=1 and associated nodes are shown in Fig. 1 . Through the above analysis, the constraint (18) should be appended to the model of (10)- (17) to obtain the suboptimal energising path. However, three types of invalid suboptimal solutions may be obtained as shown in Fig. 2 . In Fig. 2 , new edges or nodes are indicated by red bold lines, the edges whose flow is changed are shown by the red number with underline mark. 
Fig.2 Three types of invalid suboptimal solutions
The first type of suboptimal solution is obtained by adding a zero flow edge to the original optimal solution ( the zero flow edge must be the edge with minimal charging reactive power in (E-ES) ). The second type of suboptimal solution has different network flow with the optimal solution, but the only difference is the addition of the symmetric edge of an edge in the optimal solution. The third type of suboptimal solutions are invalid since they contain a loop structure. By adding constraint (18) to (10)- (17) after the optimal solution is determined, three types of suboptimal solutions shown in Fig.2 will appear. However energising path should be tree type and connected, neither of these three types of suboptimal solutions are valid solutions.
From Fig.1 and Fig.2 , an important common feature of all invalid sub-optimal solutions is that they completely include all lines of the optimal solution. However, when a certain energising path has been optimised and determined as the optimal solution, the suboptimal solutions must not include all lines of the optimal solution. Then, a simple but valid linear cut for suboptimal path search is proposed in this paper: ( , ) (1 ) 1
As mentioned above, the addition of (19) can only exclude a specific energising path corresponding to ES and E-ES. To remove several energising paths from the solution space, same amount of linear constraints like (19) should be added. The elements of ES for each iteration change according to its condition.
Consideration of energised regions:
In the model mentioned above, the function of yij is only to ensure path connectivity when cij is fixed to zero, while zij is the key variable to determine the optimisation objective value. Thus, if Eun is defined to be the set of all unenergised lines, the optimal path scheme is actually the combination of lines with zij =1 in Eun. Considering the effect of restored areas, the objective function can be redefined as:
In summary, the iterative model for alternative path schemes is as follows:
where, ES is a set of the lines to be restored with zij=1 in the energising path scheme determined by one of the previous m iterations. Obviously However, since the radial depth and steady state voltage security constraints could not be transformed into linear constraints, these constraints should be considered out of the model presented above. So after each iteration, when the energising path scheme is determined, the scheme is checked to make sure that the reactive power constraint, the radial depth constraint and the steady state voltage constraints are satisfied, then the results can be marked and the next iteration can be performed. If the nodes to be restored are too far from the energised zone or too many nodes are set to be restored, the reactive power constraint may be not satisfied in the first iteration. When the extreme case above occurs, the target nodes should be adjusted. The nodes far away should be restored after the energised system is strong enough.
The whole flow chart of the iterative method is shown as Fig. 3 . 
Multiple energised islands case:
It occurs when the system still has more than one unit in operation due to effective emergency control before the blackout. In this case, in order to determine the optimal path scheme for the unenergised buses, a group of "virtual energised lines" should be added to the original network to connect the energised islands before optimisation. Fig.4 gives a case with three energised islands and its transformation method. Then select an energised node as the only supply node, the multiple islands case could be solved by the iterative model of (21) 
Evaluation and Sorting for the Alternative
Energising Path Schemes 4.1. Evaluation index set of energising path scheme Although charging reactive power is a primary factor in energising path optimisation, it is necessary to evaluate path schemes comprehensively. And several factors cannot be represented as the weight of the edge. Referring to the optimisation method of black start [33, 34] and network reconfiguration schemes [6, 35, 36] , the evaluation index set of the path schemes during the network configuration phase is defined as follows: voltage conversion times V1; switch operation times V2; node importance degree index V3; charging reactive power index V4; radial restoration operation complexity V5. Among the five indices, V3 is a benefit index, and other four are cost indices.
The definitions of these indices are as follows: V1 and V2 are the number of transformers and breakers along the energising path scheme, respectively; V3 is mean value of node importance of all stations on the energising path except restored stations and stations to be restored. V3 can be defined as where, mn is the number of all middle nodes except start node and end nodes; Ii represents the node importance of node i [36] ; Li is the amount of important load on station i; α is a positive coefficient determined by expert experience.
V4 is the sum of charging reactive power under rated voltage of all lines belong to the energising path scheme. And it is also the objective value of the model for alternative path optimisation in equation (21) . At last, V5 represents radial restoration operation complexity. V5 is defined as:
where, the meanings of ND and mli is the same as that in (2); the maximal mli is the radial restoration operation complexity of the scheme. For example, as shown in Fig.1 , ND of energising path scheme is 3, the value of ml1 from node S to node D1 is 3, and it is 4 and 2 from node S to node D2 and D3, respectively. Therefore, the value of V5 is 4 in this scheme.
Note that recovery time is also an important index to evaluate the path schemes. But in order to ensure the generality of path evaluation method, it is not considered directly in this paper. Among the evaluation index set, the following three indices are closely related with restoration time and restoration complexity: V1, V2, and V5. If a path scheme has better performance in the three indices above, the recovery time of path will also be short and acceptable relatively.
Comprehensive evaluation of the alternative path schemes based on similarity to ideal grey relation projection
The method to determine attribute weights based on subjective and objective integrated [37] is employed to decide the weights of the five evaluation indices defined above. And then the method of multiple criteria decision-making based on similarity to ideal grey relation projection [38] is employed to evaluate the alternative energising path schemes and determine their order to be used. The decision-making process based on similarity to ideal grey relation projection is as follows.
Supposing n alternative path schemes and m indices construct the original decision-making matrix A=(aij)nm . In order to unify the different types of attributes into benefit attributes, and normalize the values in the unit interval [0,1], the next formulas are presented for benefit attribute and cost attribute respectively: for benefit attribute: In the normalized decision-making matrix G=(gij)n m , all the attributes have a maximum polarity effect, i.e., the larger the attribute value is, the closer to the goal. The positive ideal scheme 0 P  is defined as a virtual scheme in which each attribute value is the optimal index value of the alternative scheme set, then its index value after normalization is 0 {1, ,1} 
where  is called distinguishing coefficient, usually,  =0.5;
the symbols with superscript +(-) correspond to the positive (negative) ideal scheme. 
Further, supposing that the weight set is w={w1,w2,… (36) where wj is the weight of the jth attribute in w.
In (36) 
, the expression of the synthetical grey relational projection ui will be obtained as follows:
Obviously, ui varies within the range [0, 1], and the scheme with the maximum synthetical grey relation projection coefficient is the final optimal energising path scheme.
Case Study
Case study I: New England 10-unit 39-bus power system
To explain the features of the proposed method and validate its effectiveness, two scenarios are built based on the New England 10-unit 39-bus system. The first scenario contains one electrical source and multiple buses to be energised, the second scenario contains three energised islands and multiple buses to be energised.
One electrical source scenario
The bus and line numbers of the New England 10-unit 39-bus power system are as shown in Fig. 5 . The Unit 33 is assumed to be the black-start unit with an installed capacity of 652 MW and maximum reactive power of 250 MVar, and it has successfully self-restarted. Suppose that the dispatchers decide to establish the energising path for bus 6, bus 15 and bus 17 simultaneously. The parameter K1 is given a value of 0.8, and maximum reactive power QBr,max absorbed by unit r is 0.3SNr, where SNr is the rated capacity of unit r. The maximum reactive power absorbed by black-start unit 33 is 167.59 MVar according to (2) . The radial depth constraint of path is set as Dmax=8, and the required number of alternative schemes is MS=8. The iterative model is modelled in GAMS platform [39] , and MILP model composed by (21) ~ (29) is solved by CPLEX solver, the AC power flow problem (for the steady-state voltage security check) is solved by IPOPTH solver, the radial depth constraint is modelled in GAMS based on Breadth First Search (BFS). The computations were done on a 3.3GHz Windows 7 PC with 4.00GB of RAM. 
(8) 
Fig.5 Network of New England 10-unit 39-bus power system
By employing the iterative method based on mixed integer linear programming, the alternative path set is obtained in 2s. As shown in Table 1 , expect for the scheme 8, the other 7 schemes all satisfy the reactive power constraint. The scheme 8 is invalid because it generate larger charging reactive power than unit 33 can absorb (167.59 MVar).
Meanwhile, when the radial depth constraint, reactive power constraint, and AC power flow constraints are not considered, the iterative model could be used to solve the K minimal Steiner trees problem. In other words, the model could give accurate the first K subtrees with minimal sum of charging reactive power. Thus there are no more schemes that meet the reactive power constraint in this case. When all these constraints are taken into account, only four schemes from No.1 to No.4 in Table 1 are valid with all the constraints satisfied, and they are further illustrated in Fig.6 . Table 2 . To illustrate the invalidity of the schemes 5-8, the index values of all the 8 schemes are presented (the over-limit index values are typed in bold and with underline mark). Table 2 , the optimal energising path scheme is scheme 2, and the suboptimal alternative schemes are scheme 3, scheme 1 and scheme 4 by descending order. Though the energising reactive power of scheme 2 is bigger than scheme 1, scheme 2 has a better comprehensive performance. Besides, since scheme 2 has the best performance in V1 (voltage conversion times index), V2 (switch operation times index), and V5 (radial restoration operation complexity index), it can help save valuable time in system restoration. From the results above, the alternative path optimisation method can determine several valid schemes with minimal charging reactive power. However, it is insufficient to evaluate energising path schemes only by charging reactive power, the proposed evaluation indices and method can provide more rational and comprehensive decision-making support during system restoration.
In view of this path optimisation problem for multiple target buses, an approximation method is proposed in [13] : First, construct the minimum spanning tree using the Prim algorithm. Then, remove the edges that don't need to be restored by pruning operation, which guarantees all leaf nodes are the target nodes. In this case, the only scheme obtained by using this approximation method is scheme 3 in Table 1 . Obviously, scheme 3 is neither the scheme with minimal energising reactive power nor the scheme with the best comprehensive performance.
In addition, the method of "energising one bus in each step" is developed in [10] to optimise the energising path for multiple target buses. The idea of this method is to divide the path optimisation for multiple nodes to many steps. In each step, only one target node is energised based on the shortest path algorithm. Then, the energising path is identified as a restored state. Based on the modified state, the path to restore next node is determined, and finally the energising path is obtained. It is obvious that the sequence of nodes should be determined in advance. In this case, there are 3 nodes to be restored, which means that six sequences (
) of nodes should be considered. Only two different schemes are obtained according to all possible sequences. They are corresponding to the scheme 1 and scheme 3 in Table 1 and Fig. 6 . Although scheme 1 has minimum charging reactive power, the comprehensive evaluation value is lower than that of the scheme 2. Therefore, even if all the search sequences of the nodes are traversed by "energising one bus in each step" method, only few schemes can be obtained and the performance of them cannot be guaranteed.
Solution quality and computation time of different methods are compared in Table 3 , it can be seen that the proposed method can provide adequate feasible solutions in a short time. The global optimality of schemes obtained by method in [13] and [10] method cannot be assured although the computation time is relatively less. And the method in [13] can only determine one scheme. The method in [10] may give few different schemes according to the specific situation, but the number and optimality of the schemes cannot be guaranteed. *The first K schemes with minimal energising reactive power
Three energised islands scenario
To further explain the features of the proposed method and validate its effectiveness, a scenario with three energised islands is built based on the New England 10-unit 39-bus system. Before optimisation, line 33-30 and 33-38 are added to the original system as the "virtual energised lines" to connect the islands. At the same time, bus 33 is chosen as the only supply node. The bus and line number of the test system is shown as Fig. 7 . Suppose that the dispatchers decide to establish the energising path for bus 6, bus 15 and bus 17 simultaneously. Because several important loads have been picked up, the charging reactive power constraint is not considered in this test case. The radial depth constraint of path is still set as Dmax=8, and the required number of alternative schemes is MS=8. 
G
Fig.7 Network of the test system after equivalent transformation
The iterative solving process based on the mixed integer linear programming model is carried out, the alternative path set obtained in 1.5s is shown in Table 4 (8 schemes all satisfy radial depth, reactive power, and steadystate voltage constraints). Calculate the comprehensive weights of five indices by the method proposed in Section 4, and the result is w= [0.1139, 0.1449, 0.1516, 0.2053, 0.3844]. And then the schemes could be sorted by the method of similarity to ideal grey relation projection. The grey relational projection coefficients and index values of the alternative schemes are shown in Table 5 . Table 5 , the optimal energising path scheme is the scheme 1, and the suboptimal alternative schemes are the scheme 8, 4, 3, 7, 5, 2 and 6 by descending order. The optimal energising path are shown in Fig. 8 . Although the charging reactive power is the largest in all schemes, other indices show better performances, especially the radial restoration operation complexity V5. From the results above, the alternative path searching method can solve the multiple energised islands case.
The method based on minimum spanning tree in [13] can not solve multiple energisied islands cases. The method of "energising one bus in each step" proposed in [10] can solve multiple energisied islands cases, but after all the search sequences of the nodes are traversed, only scheme 1 and scheme 4 are obtained. The method proposed in this paper is better than the method in [10] in both the number and performance of alternative schemes.
Case study II: the southern Hebei power
system of China To illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed model in a practical power system, the test is carried out on the southern Hebei power system of China [40] . The system includes 96 stations, 19 generating units, 187 transmission lines with voltages at 220 kV and above. For clarity of description, only 500kV power stations and part of 220kV power stations are shown in Fig. 9 . The black-start unit in ZHW has been successfully restarted, the restoration path should be optimised to restore YH, SA, SJZ and XBP simultaneously. The radial depth constraint of path is set as Dmax=8, and the required number of alternative schemes is MS=8. After path searching and evaluation, the optimal scheme and alternative schemes are obtained, and the first 4 alternative schemes with maximum ui are shown in Fig. 9 . Among them, Scheme 1 is the optimal one since which has the maximum ui and best comprehensive performance.
Besides, the optimal scheme has the minimum switch operation times, and radial restoration operation complexity, thus it can save valuable time to restart units and increase the generation capability of system. The total computational time consuming in this case is about 3s. Thus, alternative schemes re-optimisation can be accomplished in seconds, when the target buses are changed or accidental lines failures occur during the restoration process. The optimisation results demonstrate that the proposed method could solve the energising path optimisation problem for complex outage cases and practical power systems. 
Conlusions
During the system restoration process, the optimisation and decision making of energising path schemes is a key issue to realize unit and load restoration safely and efficiently. In general, the energising path scheme made beforehand may not be executed successfully due to the possible faults on the related lines under the extreme system condition, so it is necessary to provide alternative energising path schemes for the dispatchers. In view of this, a novel path optimisation method is presented in this paper according to the idea of determining the alternative path scheme set first and then sorting the schemes. The proposed iterative searching method for alternative path schemes could determine a group of schemes with minimal charging reactive power efficiently. And the evaluation method can sort the alternative schemes rationally and comprehensively. The New England 10-unit 39-bus system and the southern Hebei power system of China are employed to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method. The results show that the proposed method can effectively determine a group of alternative path schemes with good calculation performance for power system restoration.
